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The new Second Edition is the most comprehensive ECG resource for beginners with minimal

experience interpreting ECGs. The chapters provide a basic understanding of the components of an

ECG as well as introduce the important topics of acute myocardial infarction, hypertrophy, and

bundle branch blocks. Real-life, full-size, four-color ECGs with basic interpretations are included to

help students put it all together. Introduction to 12-Lead ECG: The Art of Interpretation, Second

Edition takes the complex subject of electrocardiography and presents it in a simple approach that

gives you a basic understanding of the entire ECG. Whether you are an EMT, nurse, medical

student, or physician wanting to learn or reestablish your foundational knowledge of

electrocardiography, this book will meet your needs.
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If you are willing to buy only one book for ECG learning, this book should be it. Rather expensive

compared to other introductory text, but every penny you invest will count. I have tried a few

introductory text to master ECG, but none of them was as easy and applicable as this text. The

author is a paramedic who became physician, and he presents difficult concepts in easy way so

many allied healthcare providers who doesn't have medical degree can also utilize it. ECG is

complex and daunting subject to study for new learners, but by the time you finish this book and if

you read it front to back carefully, you will realize you actually can read ECGs.



If you want to really understand EKGs and be a complete boss whenever an EKG needs to be read,

then get this book. I do not like the "review" style books even though sometimes they are necessary

if you are short on time. But if you have the time, and really for a book as great as this you should

make the time, then get this and truly understand EKGs. I hated the feeling of trepidation when

seeing EKGs in the past. Now I see them and it's actually "fun" and I feel confident rather than

apprehensive. 5/5

This book is great for learning how to read EKGs. Perfect for making your way thru residency in IM

or EM. I've seen many of the other EKG tutorial book so trust me, while this one may seem a little

pricy, it is the book to get! Many of our attendings have recommended it too and rightfully so!5 stars!

Wish I could give it more stars WOW. Excellent. Nremt to Aemt this helps greatly toward

Nrparemdic.

As a paramedic, being able to quickly and accurately analyze various aspects of a 12-lead is

important. This book definitely supplies all the information needed to improve your 12-lead skills and

does so in an easy to learn fashion. I highly recommend this book to anyone needing further

12-lead education or as a tool to keep your skills sharp!

The Ebook version of this is not useable.

This has got to be the best EKG text around. After nearly 30 years as a Cardiology RN, I am still

amazed and surprise by learning even more about what the "average" EKG can tell me about my

patient's status. This book has become one of best tools, in reviewing, teaching and sharing with my

co-workers and students. Well done!

This book is simply awesome. It explains the matter in a way that it sticks but never sounding like it

is written for children or retards.The book consists of three parts interwoven throughout the book.

For beginners start with Blue level one and only do the parts marked Level One, once you mastered

that basic understanding you return to the start of the book and go on with the parts marked Level

Two with more in depth knowledge, after that return to the beginning again for part three, Level

Three, in depth advanced knowledge is where its at at Level Three.I utterly enjoy this book, I keep

picking it up again to read another part en enjoy the notion that i actually get it!It is rather an



expensive book compared to so many other Cardio books out there and i have many of them at

home but this one is worth every penny and i could have done without all the other books had i

found this one earlier.Go get it!
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